I HAVE BEEN reading P. A. Vaile's interesting pamphlet, "Cosmocracy, The Science of Peace." The versatile Vaile, in referring to the allied crisis during the war says:

"The politicians then called the big business men of the world together; they put a little order into chaos, and the allies won the war.

"Then the politicians, released from the fear of death, sent the big business men about their business, because they thought they could manage the consolidated business of restoring peace better than they could wage war."

From Vaile's remarks it is evident that competent business rather than politics is required now. None of our perplexed citizens will deny the need. To meet this requirement Melvin Traylor is undoubtedly the best qualified of all men who have been mentioned as potential candidates for the presidency.

I have shared, with many others in golf, the honor and pleasure of being well acquainted with Mr. Traylor. To every one who knows the man his directness, soundness and foresight are impressive. Possibly they are qualities that militate against any candidacy that would have to yield to the pressure of "practical politics" as this antiquated, burdensome business is conducted. But, to the average hopeful, independent citizen the Traylor traits are those that would be most valuable in any man they name to the nation's highest office.

 CURLEY-BATES CO. NOW COAST SCHAVOLITE AGENTS
San Francisco, Calif.—W. J. Curtis, v. p. of Schavolite Golf Corp., has appointed the Curley-Bates Co. of San Francisco, and branch offices and warehouses in Los Angeles and Seattle, exclusive Pacific Coast representatives for Schavolite. Curley-Bates will carry complete stock of Schavolite clubs, including the new Schavolite line of irons at all their three places.

Schavolite customers on the Pacific Coast will be able to obtain 24 hours' service on deliveries in the future instead of having to wait for stock to come from New York.

IT PAYS TO PUSH COLONEL GOLF BALLS

1 Golfers know Colonels. They have played them for over thirty years — more and more every year.

2 Colonels, in the new 1932 weight, live up to their quarter century reputation for distance, accuracy, durability — a combination every golfer wants.

3 The Colonel line is complete. It meets the requirements of every type golfer from the clean, hard-hitting expert to the teeing beginner.

4 Colonels are priced to build quantity sales.

5 Backed by St. Mungo, the company which enjoys a reputation for honest, straight dealing, sincere cooperation—a factor every professional appreciates.

6 Backed by newspaper advertising that sends golfers into your shop to buy Colonels—advertising planned, written, timed to give you greatest results.

New Colonel prices in the 1932 Price List. Write today for your copy.

SALES BOOSTER
On sales in dozen quantities of Colonel Golf Balls, we will impress, without delaying shipment, the name of the golfer in color on every ball at no extra cost.

Manufacturing Golf Balls For Over Thirty Years.

ST. MUNGO MFG. CO. of AMERICA
121 Sylvan Avenue Newark, N. J.